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The OAi promotes and encourages the development of author self-archiving that has become known as electronic preprints or eprints when they are part of interoperable, that is open archives. The OAi is a Pragmatic,Incremental,Collaborative approach to interoperability, and Catalyst for significant changes in mechanisms for scholarly communication.



Sponsors and Participants in OAi
! American Physical Society
! Assoc. of Research Libraries
! Cal Tech
! Coalition for Networked

Information
! Council on Library and

Information Resources
! Cornell
! Digital Library Federation
! Harvard
! HighWire Press
! Library of Congress
! Los Alamos National

Laboratory Research Library
! Mellon Foundation

! MIT
! NASA Langley
! Old Dominion University
! Scholarly Publishing and

Academic Resources Coalition
! Stanford Linear Accelerator

Center
! University of California
! University of Ghent
! University of Southampton
! University of Surrey
! Vanderbilt University
! Virginia Tech
! Washington University
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These institution’s and various scholarly communications efforts had their own motivations for being in Santa Fe, but they have been described as united in their goal to “pave the way for universal public archiving of scientific and scholarly research on the Web.”* They were, in part, responding to a growing consensus that the scholarly journal system is facing significant challenges, includingexplosive growth and availability of the Internet that facilitates immediate collegial sharing of researchslow turn-around in the traditional publishing modelfull transfer of copyrights from author to publisher that may limit dissemination of scholarshippeer-review systems that suppress new ideas, favor articles from prestigious institutions, cause publication delaysThere is increasing number of electronic preprint=eprint archives, some of which began as informal systems to disseminate preliminary research and scholarly drafts,. Some of these have grown into essential mediums for sharing research. The Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Physics Archive is the largest and most important open archive with over 100,000 papers, with over 50,000 users daily. Other disciplines and institutions also have  public research archives, such as the digital theses and dissertations initiative begun at Virginia Tech with over 2500 ETDs and now part of the Networked Digital Library of Theses and Institutions, a coalition of over 80 research institutions.*http://www.openarchives.org/ups1-press.htm



OAi introductory concepts

! Crucial components of eprint archive
– Submission mechanism

• Author self-archiving

– Long term storage system
•  Preservation and retention of records

– Open
• 3rd parties allowed to collect data to create

end-user services that support discovery,
presentation, analysis of archive’s contents
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An archive is a collection of records. A record may be just the data that describes the full content or this metadata may accompany a complete work such as a dissertation.Individual eprint archives demonstrate a variety of approaches: centralized or distributed models; gray literature or peer reviewed or peer review outside the established system; metadata (e.g., bibliographical data) alone or with full content. However, each eprint archive offers scholars convenient and immediate dissemination of research results. 



Guiding Principles for OAi
! Simplicity of standards
! Layered approach to interoperability
! Reuse of proven technology
! Harvesting approach instead of

federated searching to minimize
complexity of interoperability
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OAi accepts the challenge to increase its impact by layering on top of them services essential to scholarly communications.With the OAi you see the incarnation of the belief that interoperability among archives is essential to increasing their impact and establishing them as viable alternatives to the existing scholarly communication model.



Some E-print Initiatives
! Psychology, linguistics,

and neuroscience
– CogPrints

! Medicine
– E-biomed
– PubMed Central
– clinmed
– Netprints

! Computer Science
– CSTC
– NCSTRL

! Electronic Theses and
Dissertations: NDLTD
–  VT ETD
– ADT
– DissOnline

! Econocmics
– RePEc
– EconWPA

! Los Alamos National
Laboratory’s Physics
Archive
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Along with the famous Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Physics Archive, here are additional electronic preprint initiativesNDLTD; RePEc and EconWPA are economics intiatives; arXiv: from the Los Alamos National Laboratory, evolving toward a global repository for non peer-reviewed research papers in physics, mathematics, non-linear sciences, and computer science; CogPrints: at U Southampton follows the arXiv model, focussing on psychology, linguistics, and neuroscience. Following on these activities are: NIH’s e-biomed (life sciences) and PubMed Central; clinmed: Clinical Medicine and Health Research Netprints from British Medical Journal and HighWire Press; California Digital Library’s University ePun, and more.



INTEROPERABILITY
! Of metadata formats
! Of underlying architecture
! To create 3rd party services
! To integrate with established

scholarly communications
! To use in cross-disciplinary context
! To contribute to citation systems
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INTEROPERABILITY offers overwhelming benefits to scholarsAs a common entry point to a variety of information resources (like a library) regardless of disciplinary or institutional boundaries. It improves the potential of discovery tools and virtual collections, as well as making authors’ works accessible by wider audiences.INTEROPERABILITY has benefits for the archive and the service provider. Archives  don’t have to provide cadres of services and can, instead, establish specific interfaces so that external providers build enhanced services. These enhanced services could facilitate discover, linking, and reviewing, or they could assist with the evaluation of scholarship.This said, we know that interoperability has been elusive, so the OAi does not aim for perfection but rather balances the need for functionality with keeping the cost of participating low. This balance was reached on Day 2 when the participants decided on a tiered or layered model.



Layered Interoperability
Standards: Santa Fe Conventions

3. MEDIATOR
SERVICES

2. METADATA
HARVESTING

 1. DOCUMENT
MODELS
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1.  At the bottom of the tiers or layers are the document models, addressing document structure and dissemination (including formats). Document are just black boxes representing a variety of things. The SFC only specifies a URL to the archives’ individual document models.2.  The middle tier enables document surrogates to be derived or extracted from the document. There are minimum, generic standards defined in the OAi but many different standards are also accepted such as US-MARC, Dublin Core, and others. Some archives may store metadata that describes the document without storing the full content.3.  The top tier has the mediator services that build on the metadata harvested from the eprint archives. This will allow higher-level, or value enhanced, services such as classification, linking, and/or filtering/routing. The question and functionality of mediator services are left up to the implementers.



OAi: Santa Fe Conventions
! Discover content in distributed e-

print archives through
– Technical framework
– Organizational framework

• Data providers
– Manager of eprint archive
– Acts on behalf of authors

• Service providers
– 3rd party creating end-user services
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The Santa Fe Conventions are a technical and organizational frameworks that facilitate the discovery of content stored in distributed electronic preprint archives. It makes easy-to-implement technical recommendations so that data from eprint archives become widely available from a variety of end-user services such as search engines, recommendation services, and systems for interlinking documents. It also introduces an organizational framework for making information available about data providers and about trusted service providers. When data providers and service providers communicate, you have a community of open archives.



For eprint archives to become part of OAi

! Data Providers
1. Choose a unique ID for eprint

archive
2. Use unique persistent ID for

each record
3. Implement OA metadata set
4. Implement and document other

metadata formats supported
by your eprint archive

5. Implement Dienst harvesting
interface

6. Let OAi know your eprint
archive is open

! Service Providers

1. Retain original identifiers in
your service

2. Comply with usage
restrictions specified by
the data provider

3. Let OAi know you’ve
developed a service based
on OA data
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To recap:Data providers manage eprint archives, and at a minimum, provide 	a submission mechanism,	a long-term storage system, and	a mechanism that enables 3rd parties to collect data  Service providers are 3rd parties that create end-user services that  support 	discovery	preservation, and 	analysis of data in eprint archives



Modest Results
! Agreement among diverse parties
! Organizational framework

– Agreement encourages evolution of broad eprint
community

– Lowers entry cost (effort) for new participants

! Momentum for future agreements
! Evidence of success/momentum

– Early adopters
– International interest
– Mediator services interested
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Arguably, the Santa Fe Conventions are modest technical achievements. However, there was consensus among a very diverse group and without agreement among the core group there would have been no hope for the continuing evolution of a broad eprint community focusing on cooperation and interoperability. The organizational framework resulting from the Santa Fe Convention allows for the creation and extension of such a community. The modest technical features also lowers the cost of entry into the community for new participants and they add to the momentum for development of scholarly publishing alternatives. 



Next steps
! More adopters at scholarly eprint

archives
! Dissemination and implementation

– Proof of concept: Determine if
sufficient and practical at current level
of interoperability standards

! June meeting: San Antonio, Texas
! September meeting: Lisbon, Portugal
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So what’s next?One obvious challenge is to disseminate and find implementers of the Santa Fe Convention. This should be done before changing the the interoperability agreements. Otherwise, without proof of concept there is the risk of increasing complexity and, therefore, the cost of participation/implementation, of the interoperability mechanisms without learning if the relatively simple level of interoperability defined by the Santa Fe Convention is sufficient or practical. The success of the interoperability standard will be measured by both its functionality and the cost to adopt it.Along with the OAi Web site, the Feb. 2000 article in D-Lib Magazine (from which much of this presentation was derived), is the initial public dissemination. Next week’s meeting in conjunction with the Digital Libraries 2000 conference is in San Antonio and in Sept. meeting in Lisbon just prior to the European Community’s Digital Library conference
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